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Even people in the satanic world put up pictures of their parents. Because the Last Days have come,
people want to attend the heavenly Parents and use their photograph as educational material. I am famous.
Even Christian ministers acknowledge that I am a patriot. The entire world bows its head in front of my
accomplishments. Thus people should think, "Since we have hung up these pictures, as husband and wife
we cannot quarrel in front of other people. What is it that Rev. Moon has taught…?" They will also teach
their sons and daughters, saying, "You kids, you cannot do that in front of Rev. Moon."
If they honor the pictures more than they do the pictures of their own parents, their ancestors will come
and honor True Parents as their ancestors. It will be an altar upon which their ancestors come and honor
that house. Because there is a way they can receive the blessings of the heavenly world through this, at
three o'clock in the morning, although you may be asleep, they will expel all the satanic devils around
your family and relatives. You must also put up the flag. When you display the picture and raise the flag,
everything will be done. When you hang my picture in your room and raise the Unification Church flag,
you will be a family member in the heavenly nation.
I will make such people family members in the heavenly nation. There have been many people who met
with misfortune because they cursed someone who was raising the flag. This is very mysterious. There
was even an incident in which someone who wagged a finger at me got a disease in that finger and was
cured only after praying and repenting with his hand elevated for several nights. Why do such things
happen? When heavenly fortune comes, it cannot be blocked by some individual fortune. This is the path
of absolute destiny. Although, on the path of fortune, the four directions of east, west, north, and south
can change places, on the path of absolute destiny above is above and below is below left is left and right
is right. They cannot be changed around. It is because the time has come in the Republic of Korea that I
am telling you to have people put up those pictures.
The fallen world has been connected to false parents up until now. When you attend True Parents, it is
easy to be engrafted horizontally. It will happen in the family. Otherwise, you have to go through the
nation and the world and then come back to this side for engrafting. My having a loving heart and the
heart to save all people creates an environment which enables engrafting on the family level, and what a
blessing this is!
If people do not listen, you should even scold them until they become engrafted. Through this they can
become a member of the heavenly family. Those who looked at Moses' staff all lived. If you look at the
Unification Church flag, bowing down to it whenever you go out and whenever you come in, and if you
offer a bow to the picture whenever you go out and whenever you come in, you will live.

